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August 19, 2018 
(Hidden Series): Seeing God in the Everyday Moments of Life 
 
“The Power of Words”, Selections from Proverbs 
As we complete the Hidden Series, learning from Esther and Proverbs about how God is 
woven into the everyday moments of life, we focus today on the power of our own words to 
positively or negatively impact the lives of others (Proverbs 18:21). Although our first instinct is 
to wither under our failures in daily using our tongue, God offers us love, forgiveness, hope, & 
power through the Spirit of Jesus active in transforming our lives into who He created us to be. 
 
I. Deceptive words lead to death but encouraging words lead to Life.(Prov. 26:18-
19) 
 
A. With deception, we lead people to believe things that are not true.  
Perhaps we hurt others with our words by trying to cover up truth (“I was only joking.”, or tell 
half truths leading to a false conclusion, or embellish/exaggerate the truth to distort reality, or 
gossip just to make ourselves look better, etc.  Deception is harmful to ourselves and ruins  
relationships.  It can start small and grow exponentially. 
 
B. Encouraging words lead to Life. (Proverbs 12:25, Proverbs 10:11))   
A kind word cheers up the heart, acting like a fountain of life.   We have the opportunity to give 
life with the words we speak. May we keep our minds and hearts open, may we pay attention 
to the needs of others, speaking the encouraging Truth of God to those He puts in our paths. 
 
II. Hasty words lead to death but timely words lead to Life. (Prov. 17:27-28 & 29:20)  
 
A. WHEN you say things, matters. One who hastily blurts out words without thinking is worse 
than a fool. (Proverbs 17:27-28) 
 
B. Timely words lead to Life.  
Instead of hasty words, we might follow the wise man’s behavior to listen in silence. Silence 
gives time for the Holy Spirit to keep back unrestrained words from spewing hurt, even anger. 
Listening gives time for the Spirit to help us understand a situation and give us wisdom to 
withdraw or insights in how to speak with Truth. (Proverbs 29:30).  
If we are shown that we SHOULD speak, the timing could be critical to help lead others to Life, 
and we need to speak as the Spirit shows us. (Proverbs 25:11-12…adding silver to gold). It 
might be a difficult conversation, but needed for growth and Life. (Proverbs 27:5-6) A believer 
should approach these conversations prayerfully (asking God’s help), humbly (with an attitude 
of you as a broken sinner as well), truthfully (using God’s Truth, not ours), and lovingly (with 
genuine care for souls to lead them to Life). 
 
III. Our words lead to death but Jesus Christ’s words lead to Life. Proverbs 19:9 
Jesus says our speech problems are actually our heart problems: “…the mouth speaks what 
the heart is full of.” (Mtt.12:34). Solomon advises his son: “Above all else, guard your heart for 
everything you do flows from it.” (Proverbs 4:23)  Our heart, the core of who we are, is faulty 
and Jesus offers to replace our sins with Himself, His LIFE…our new loved, forgiven Self 
(Romans 8:1)!  He confirmed the work of creating our new identify in his death (John 19:30). 
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Will we now turn to Jesus, continuing to surrender our hurtful ways of darkness, and reach out 
for His transforming power….especially in our words! 
 
Discussion Questions: 
1. Who has been an encourager in your life? What timely words did they speak…Was there any 
confrontation? How did you feel receiving these words? Have you recently encouraged others? 
2. How do we know when is the “right” time to give words of correction/accountability? 
Difference between an honest reprimand & passing judgment? How do we show love/respect? 
3. Discuss whether it is harder for you personally to avoid gossip or to avoid speaking hastily. 
How does Jesus’ death on the cross help us with both? 
4. If use of words is so important, how can your small group assist you with your use of words? 
5. If words show us the condition of our hearts, how would you rate your heart health 
recently?6. For meditation, read James 3 and 4 to learn more about the problems with our 
words and God’s solution. Share insights with your small group. 


